
    

FAMILY LAW by Jacqueline M. Valdespino
 

Relocation: A Moveable Feast?

9 live in an increasingly

mobile society in which,

by the mid—19905, one
in live adults changed

residences each year.‘ Additionally, the

realities of the current labor market

require that adults be able and will-

ing to travel long distances to secure

employment.2 When a parent decides
to move out of state or far from the

other parent, a previously established

timesharing arrangement often be-
comes untenable.a The party seeking

to relocate must either negotiate with

the other parent to alter the timeshar-

ing agreement or seek a remedy from
the courts.‘

0 Historical Context: Prior to the

1980s -—— Historically, relocation cases

did not pose the dilemma they do

today. Prior to 1980, when California
became the first state to authorize

joint custody, there were typically two
scenarios: custodial parent (usually

the mother) can move with children,

usually without restriction; and non-
custodial parent (usually the father)

can move without the children, with—

out restriction. In both situations, par-

ents rarely went to court for relocation

disputes.5
' Historical Context: Post 19805

- With equal or close to equal time—

sharing and the notion of shared

parenting, which became more com-
mon in the 19803, relocation disputes

increased. Fathers were less willing

to become marginal parents, only

seeing their children for two to three
weeks in the summer and on holidays.

While noncustodial fathers could still

move at whim, usually for better jobs

or new relationships. some noncus—

todial fathers tried to prevent custo-

dial mothers from moving because it

might interfere with their parenting

rights. This led to a rise in relocation-
related disputes and concomitantly a

rise in rules seeking to govern those

disputes.6 Accordingly, the rise in
relocation-related disputes led to a

rise in the literature concerning the

psychological effects on the children
of parental relocation.7 Today, family

law practitioners consider relocation

cases their most contentious.‘3

The American Law Institute (ALI)

addresses relocation,9 explaining that

the custodial “parent is allowed to

relocate without a specific showing

of the benefits to the child." The ALI

further advances a highly permissive

standard for judging contested reloca—

tion petitions:

[Hf a parent has been exercising a clear

majority of custodial responsibility and the
move is in good faith, no further analysis

is required. The court is not permitted to

prevent a relocation simply because it de-
termines that such a relocation would not,

on balance, be best for the child.”

The ALPS relocation model operates

with the de facto presumption that the

family courts can serve the welfare
of the children in relocation matters

by maximizing the wellbeing of their
custodians.“

Relocation in Florida Prior to

2006

O Florida Caselaw — Florida ini-

tially weighed in on the relocation
issue in 1993 in Mize v. Mize, 621

So. 2d 417 (Fla. 1993). In Mize, the

court resolved an ongoing conflict in

the district courts as to the standard

to be applied by a trial court when a

custodial parent requests to relocate

with the minor children. Prior toMize,
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the district courts of appeal appeared

to approach the issue in three differ-

ent ways. The Fifth District adopted a

policy strictly disfavoring relocation.12

However, the Third District adopted

a policy favoring relocation.13 Finally,

somewhere in the middle of these two

approaches was the track taken by the
Fourth District, which adopted certain

considerations to guide the discretion

of the trial judge.“

The Mize court resolved the coniiict

by adopting the Third District’s ap-

proach in Hill 12. Hill, 548 So. 2d 705
(Fla. 3d DCA 1989), including Judge

Schwartz's special concurrence. The

Florida Supreme Court later explained

in Russenberger u. Russenberger, 669

So. 2d 1044 (Fla. 1996), that its “basic

intent” in Mize ‘wvas to adopt a policy

allowing a good faith relocation by a
custodial parent, although stopping

short of adopting a per se rule."15 Mize,

like the ALI principles, created an im-

plied presumption in favor ofrelocation,

5° long as the move was not motivated

by an improper desire to interfere with
the Other parent’s parental rights:

(Slo long as the parent who has been grant-
ed the primary custody of the child desires

to move for a well-intentioned reason and

founded belief that the relocation is best for
that parent’ — and, it follows, the Child’s

d—e wellbeing, rather than from a vindictive
f Sire to interfere with the visitation rights0 the other parent, the change in residence

should ordinarily be approved.’6

After a flurry of relocation cases

5 the appellate courts, the Normaupreme Court addressed relocation

again in Russenberger." The Court

stated:

in

3:?treeaffirm the policy adopted in Hill and
themlcatfh here the general rule ado}?madm at a request for relocation should



be favored as long as the request is made

in good faith under the criteria described

by Judge Schwartz that were quoted with
approval in Mize. In other words, relocation
should ordinarily be approved so long as the

custodial parent desires to move for a well-
mtentioned reason and a founded belief

that relocation is best for the well-being of

that parent and the children, rather than

from a vindictive desire to interfere with

the visitation rights of the other parent.”

0 ES. §61.13 — On June 1, 1997,the

legislature enacted ES. §61.13.(2)(d).
This statute stated in pertinent part:

“No presumption shall arise in favor of

or against a request to relocate when

a primary residential parent seeks to

move the child and the move will ma-

terially affect the current schedule of
contact and access with the secondary

residential parent.”

The statute also delineated certain

factors that courts must consider be-

fore approving relocation. The statute

and Mize together held that judges

should consider and weigh factors,

such as 1) whether the move would be

likely to improve the general quality
of life for both the primary residential

spouse and the children; 2) whether

the motive for seeking the move is for

the express purpose of defeating visita-

tion; 3) whether the custodial parent,

once out of the jurisdiction, will be

likely to comply with any substitute
visitation arrangements; 4) whether

the substitute Visitation will be ad-

equate to foster a continuing meaning—
ful relationship between the child or

children and the noncustodial parent;

5) whether the cost of transportation is

financially affordable by one or both of
the parents; and 6) whether the move

is in the best interests of the child.

Additionally, in 2005, the Florida

Supreme Court approved the “sub-
stantial change” test.19 The party

seeking modification of the custody

arrangement must show that the
circumstances have substantially and

materially changed since the original

custody determination, and (2) that the
child’s best interests justify changing

custody.”0 All requests for modifica-

tion, whether adopted by a court after

agreement or those established during
a hearing for custody, were subject to

the “substantial change” test.

The New Statute: ES. §61.13001

' Florida Relocation Statute 2006

  
 

 

  

— RS. §61.13001, titled “Parental

Relocation with a Child” replaced

§61.13(2)(d) on October 1, 2006. A

primary residential parent, including
domestic violence victims, must follow

the requirements of §61.13001 if they

intend to relocate with their children.

The 2006 statute on parental reloca-

tion was very detailed. Outfitted with

its own list of definitions, the 2006

statute made clear the procedure for

relocating with a child. The purposes
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promotion of “amicable settlement of

disputes that arise between parties to
a marriage and [t]o mitigate the po-

tential harm to the spouses and their

children caused by the process of legal

dissolution of marriage."

In 2006, §61.13001 defined the pri-

mary residential parent of the child as

“the person seeking to relocate with a

child,” absent a court order or an agree-

ment designating one parent as the
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primary residential parent.“ Under
this section, “change of residential ad-

dress’ means the relocation of a child

to a principal residence more than 50

miles away from his or her principal

place of residence at the time of the

entry of the last order establishing

custody." Relocation is defined in this
section as a change of residence for 60

consecutive days.

The statute indicated that the first

method of relocation is by agreement.

The primary residential parent may

relocate if he or she has reached an

agreement with the secondary resi-

dential parent. This agreement must

define “the visitation rights [of] the

nonrelocating parent,” “any transpor—
tation arrangements related to the vis-

itation,” and the nonrelocating parent

must have signed the agreement. The

agreement must be approved by court

order, and a hearing will only be held if

requested. If there is no agreement for
relocation between the parents, then

the parent who wants to relocate must

give notice of intent to relocate to the
other parent. The notice must include

a description of the intended new resi-

dence, new home telephone number,

the intended date of relocation, specific

reasons for the relocation, and a pro-

posed revised visitation schedule. “The
mailing address of the parent seeking
to relocate” must be included and the

contents are not privileged. The parent

seeking to relocate must also prepare
a certificate of filing notice of intent

to relocate. In addition, the relocating

parent must provide any changes in

address, phone numbers, or any other

information required.

Furthermore, pursuant to the stat-

ute, each notice must include an

“objection clause.” If no objection is
filed within 30 days, the relocation is

presumed to be “in the best interest
of the child.” However, if an objection

is timely filed, the parent seeking to

relocate with the child has the burden

of proving the relocation is in the best

interests of the child, among other

things. Under this statute, there is no

presumption in favor of either parent
for modification due to relocation.

The statute then required that courts

consider the petition based on these

factors: 1) The nature and quality of

the relationship with the primary

residential parent; 2) the age,develop-

mental stage, and needs of the child;

3) the likely impact of relocation; 4)

the maintenance of continuing contact

with the other parent; 5) the child’s

preference; 6) the reasons for and

against relocation; 7) career opportuni-
ties available to the objecting parent

or relocating parent; 8) a history of

domestic violence; and 9) “ialny other

factor affecting the best interest of the

child...”22

If the relocating parent fails to file

a notice before relocating, the relocat—

ing parent is subject to contempt and

may be compelled to return the child.

In addition, the court will consider the

failure to timely File the notice, along

with the unauthorized removal of the

child from the jurisdiction, as factors

in determining whether to approve

relocation. The court will also consider

the unauthorized removal when it de-

termines whether to change primary

residential custody or to modify visita-

tion. Moreover, the relocating parent

may be ordered to “pay reasonable

expenses and attorney’s fees” for the

objecting parent.23
The statute specifically prohibits the

judge from considering the change in
the nonrelocating parent’s timeshar-

ing schedule, and the decrease in the

nonrelocating parent‘s quantity of

timesharing, as the ultimate factor
in denying a relocation request. That

means the court must not deny a mov-

ing party’s request for relocation solely
on the basis that the nonrelocating

parent will see the child less during
the year as a result of the relocation.

Instead, the court must essentially

pretend that alternate timesharing

arrangements can be made to ensure

quality timesharing and a close re-
lationship between the child and the

nonrelocating parent. In contrast, the
court might consider the feasibility of

preserving the relationship between
the nonrelocating parent and the child

through substitute arrangements that
take into consideration the logistics of

contact, access, and timesharing, as

well as the financial circumstances of

the parties.

The court must also consider wheth-

er those factors are sui‘licient to foster

a continuing meaningful relationship

between the child and the nonrelocat—

jng parent or other person, as well as

the likelihood of compliance with the

substitute arrangements by the “310’

eating parent or other person once he

or she has moved away-

a Florida Relocation Statute 2009

— A number of changes were made to

the statute in 2009. The new statute;

1) Deletes the definition of “change

of residence address," which references

the relocation of the child;

2) Amends the definition of “reloca-

tion,” referencing the relocation of the

parent (rather than the child) and

incorporating language from the defi-
nition of “change of residence address”

(e.g., change in location must be more
than 50 miles from the original place

of residence);

3) Amends the definitions of “other

person” and “parent”;

4) Removes the requirement that

a parent notify the other parent, and

other persons entitled to timesharing

with the child. of a proposed relocation

of the child’s residence via a notice of

intent to relocate;

5) Requires that a petition to relo-

cate be med by a parent or other person

seeking relocation and served upon the
other parent and every other person

entitled to access to or timesharing

with the child;

6) Amends the deadline for objecting

to relocation from 30 days aRer service

of the notice of intent to relocate to 20

days after service of the petition to

relocate;
7) Provides that failure to respond

to a petition to relocate results in a

Presumption that relocation is in the
child’s best interests and that, absent

good cause, the court must enter an

order allowing the relocation;

' 8) Provides that if a response object-

mg to a Petition to relocate is filed, the

petitioner may nut relocate and the

must. proceed to a temporary
caring or trial;

9) Amends the bases upon which the

:xfaimfly grant a temporary order
the petiltlizxgi tI::lm;at10n to include that

with the stat :8 (mate dies net comply

10) Re uiru 01}? requirements; .

temperaq re?S t {it a motion seeking
30 days Iz'ayi’ter Titian be heard Within

that ifa not' 6 motion is filed and
3 . we to set the matter for a

nonjury trial is 519d, the trial must be



held within 90 days after the notice is

filed; and

11) Amends the applicability of the

relocation provisions.

Florida Caselaw: 2009 to

Present

. Parent vs. Child Relocation —— In

Krift u. Obenour, 152 So. 3d 645 (Fla.
4th DCA 2014), the relocation statute

was inapplicable, when the order pro-

\dded for change of child’s residence

upon reaching kindergarten age.

Neither parent sought to move from

his or her principal place of residence,

and, under the ordered parenting plan,

neither parent would be changing his

or her residence. The parenting plan

in the amended iinal judgment does

not involve “relocation,” as defined in

§61.13001(e), but rather orders that
the father become the primary resi-

dential parent once the child begins

kindergarten.“
In Rolison v. Rolison, 144 So. 3d 610

(Fla. lst DCA 2014), the First District

Court of Appeal held that the plain lam

guage of the relocation statute applies

only when a parent’s principal place of
residence changes “at the time of the

last order establishing or modifying

time-sharing1 (which is not applicable
here) or “at the time of filing the pend-

ing action 3’” The mother’s location was
already in Georgia when the father
filed the pending action; as such, in

accordance with §61.13001, she did

not have to seek permission from the

father or the court to move there.

In Essex 11. Davis, 116 So. 3d 445 ( Fla.

4th DCA 2012), according to the word-

ing of the order under review, the trial
court determined that §61.13001 had

been violated by the mother relocating

the child's residence to Louisiana. By

references to notice to relocate, it also

appears the trial court was contem-

plating the earlier version of the stat-
ute.” The order under review states,

“Based on a review of the court file,

the [clourt finds...” It does not appear

the court conducted an evidentiary

hearing before making its ruling. A
review of the documents mentioned

in the order, which appear to be the

sources of information from which the

trial court made its findingS, leads '15

to conclude that there was no compe‘

tent substantial evidence before the

trial court to find that the mother was

living in Florida at the time the order

approving a timesharing arrangement
(the mediated agreement) was entered

by the court. The mother clearly stated
her address was in Louisiana when

she signed the mediated agreement.

Moreover, the finding in the order
under review that “[t]he [m]other has

since removed the minor child from

Palm Beach County,” appears to use

the mediated summer timesharing

agreement as the temporal point of

reference. We conclude the trial court

erred in its determination, Without

additional information gained from

an evidentiary hearing, the trial court

could not properly determine that the

mother had violated the relocation

statute.

In Arrabal v. Hage, 19 So. 3d 1137

(Fla. 3d DCA 2009), the mother was

the residential parent and the father,

who resided out of state and had been

residing out of state since signing
the child custody agreement, sought

modification of custody agreement. The

Third District Court of Appeal held

that the notice of relocation statutory

provision did not apply in child custody
modification proceedings initiated by

the father, the nonresidential parent,

and that the statute only applied to a

residential parent’s notice to a nemesi-

dential parent that he or she intended

to relocate with the child.

0 Statutory Factors — In Albanese

u. Albatwse, 135 So. 3d 532 (Fla. 5th

DCA 2014), the Fifth District Court of

Appeal discussed the statutory factors
and held that the trial court erred in

granting the relocation request be-
cause “[wlhile the evidence might have

supported a finding that a move to the
New York City area was in [hlusband’s

best interest, it was insufficient to es-

tablish that it was in the children’s best

interest.”27 The evidence was undis-

puted that the wife had a strong bond
with her sons; yet, the trial court made

no finding regarding the feasibility of

preserving the relationship between
wife and her sons through substitute

timesharing arrangements. Addition-

ally, the wife's testimony that the boys
would suffer emotional harm from the

relocation was not addressed by the

trial court other than to acknowledge

its concerns regarding the emotional
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health of the children. Furthermore,

there was no finding (and little or no

evidence) that the relocation would

enhance the general quality of life

or educational opportunities for the

minor children.

In Fetzer L). Evans, 123 So. 3d 124

(Fla. 5th DCA 2013), the former wife

failed to prove by preponderance of the

evidence in proceedings on her petition

to relocate out of state with parties’

minor child that her relocation out

of state with parties’ minor child was

in best interest of the child. Evidence

established that after the former hus-

band and his fiancée left their jobs in

California to move to Florida to be

closer to the child, the former wife and

her husband moved out of state, with

minimal notice to the former husband

and over his objection. The former wife

provided the former husband with a

post office box address, but refused to
disclose her physical address.

In Eckert u. Eckert, 107 So. 3d 1235,

1237-38 (Fla. 4th DCA 2013), the

Fourth District Court of Appeal held

that the mere fact that a house was

available for the wife and child was in-

suhicient evidence to support the final

order granting her parental relocation

with the child in the divorce proceed-

ing. Nothing in the record showed that
the trial court evaluated any of the

statutory factors, as no evidence was

presented on most of them.

In Mata v. Mata, 75 So. 3d 341 (Fla.

3d DCA 201 I), the Third District Court

of Appeal held that the trial court erred

when, on ex-wife’s emergency motion
to permit the temporary relocation

of the parties’ minor child to North

Carolina, the court did not consider the

Statulmy factors that had been consid-
ered in matters involving temporary

relocation of a child.

(F11: 1:31:83? 0- Profera,67 So. 3d 363
trictCouzt fl: 2011), the Fourth Dis-
court’s find“) ppeal held that the trial

log that denial of ex-wife’s

request, as primary residential parent,

:03:an was in the minor
substantial a: reSt, Was-supported by

case, the ex~fpitentev1dence Inthis

involved in 1:11;l S .and was extremely
the ex-wife’s minor childs life, and

PFOPOSal for substitute
arrangement, whereby the minor child
was to 11y 11 unaccompanied round-



trips per year between Texas and
Florida to visit the err-husband, would

drastically limit the ex—husband’s par-
ticipation in his child’s life.28

In Orta v. Suarez, 66 So. 3d 988

(Fla. 3d DCA 201 1), the Third District

Court of Appeal held that the wife

was entitled to relocate to California

with parties’ minor child because she,

as parent seeking relocation, carried

the burden of demonstrating that

relocation was in the child’s best inter-

est,29 and because the husband never

demonstrated why proposed relocation

was not in the child’s best interest. The

wife was a Venezuelan-educated den-

tist who could work only in California

without re-attending dental school,

and as a consequence, the husband had

agreed to move with her to California
so that she could work. After the wife

became pregnant and then demanded

a divorce, the husband reneged on his

agreement. The wife was the parent
who would best foster a continuing

meaningful relationship between the
child and nonrelocating parent, and

the pre-litigation primary caregiver

was the wife.

In Arthur 1). Arthur, 54 So. 3d 454

(Fla. 2010), the trial court found that

relocation of the child with the wife

was not in the best interests of the

child at the time of the hearing on the

petition for relocation and, thus, should
have denied the petition, rather than

authorize relocation 20 months after

the hearing. The court stated that

“[b]ut for the [clourt’s concern for the

[blusband’s ability to bond with his

son, the [wlife’s relocation would have

been granted without further delay,”

and found that requiring the wife to

wait until child turned three years old

allowed husband and child the time

necessary to form a lasting bond with

each other.

' Principal Parent Address Does

Not Change — In Rolison, the court

held that the plain language of the

relocation statute applies only when

a parent's principal place of residence

changes “at the time of the last order

establishing or modifying time-shar—

ing” (which is not applicable here),
or “at the time of filing the pending

action?” The mother’s location was

already in Georgia when the father
filed the pending action; as such, in

accordance with §61.13001, she did

not have to seek permission from the

father or the court to move there.

0 Geography — In Moore 0. McIn-

tosh, 128 So. 3d 985 (Fla. lst DCA

2014), the mother’s and father’s re

location to different cities within the

county so that each of them resided 20

miles from the child’s school, by itself,

did not constitute substantial change

in circumstances warranting modi-

fication of custody agreement when

the agreement incorporated into the

divorce decree indicated the possibility

of the parties’ relocation was expressly

contemplated.31

International Relocation

Each year, our world gets smaller.

Ease of travel and the Internet have

opened doors that were not as acces-
sible 20 years ago. As family practitio-

ners, we face issues we may not have

thought we would face. International
law issues are the new reality in every-

one’s practice. Attorneys must ramp up

their knowledge on how international

law issues relate to their clients, spe-

cifically issues related to relocation,

parental child abduction, and asset
’ distribution.

In a divorce case in which interna-

tional issues exist,32 the issue of reloca-

tion is generally divided into two parts.

Either one parent fears that the other

parent, in violation of a court order,
will permanently take the children

out of the US, never to return, or one

parent wishes to relocate the children
out of the country. The latter is similar

to the issue of relocation in a domestic

case, with the factor for consideration

being the best interest of the children.
However, the issue of a parent’s fear of

relocation by abduction is a legitimate

fear in many international cases, and

should at all times be considered by

the lawyer.

0 International Travel with a Child

—-Anytime a child is traveling interna-

tionally, whether short- or long—term,

particularly when a parent has ties
to another country, child abduction is

a concern. There are three preventa—

tive steps that can be taken to help

address the nontraveling parent’s

concerns. First, the minor children’s

passports should be addressed. If

passports exist, they should be located

and secured. However, the other parent

could still apply for new or replace-

ment passports. To help address that

potential issue, the concerned parent

can register the children’s passports

with the Children’s Passport Issuance

Alert Program (CPIAP)33 adding the

passports of child US. citizens in the

State Department’s Passport Lookout

System. Hence, if a passport applica—
tion is submitted, the department will
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alert the parent and allows for advance

warming of possible plans for interna-
tional travel with a child.

Second, the parties can enter into
a clearly and carefully dralted writ-

ten agreement outlining the terms

of travel. There are several forms or

templates that can be the starting

point of such an agreement to ensure
the major concerns are addressed.“

Third, the nontraveling parent can
also request that the traveling parent,

prior to departure, post a monetary
bond sufficient to cover the nontravel-

ing parents’ anticipated legal fees and
costs in the event the child is wrong-

fully removed or retained in the foreign

country.
0 International Child Abduction —

If a child has been wrongfully removed

or retained outside the US, immediate

action is required. The Hague Conven-

tion on the Civil Aspects of Interna-

tional Child Abduction35 provides a

mechanism of return for parents whose

children are wrongfully removed to or

retained in a treaty partner country;

however, the convention has a hard
deadline to take action for the left,

behind parent.”

There is no easy mechanism to as-

sist a parent in a situation in which

children have been taken to a country

that is not part of the Hague Con-

vention,37 By far the most difficult

consideration in an international

relocation dispute is the problem of

enforceability. While the Parental

Kidnapping Prevention Act (PKPA)
of 1980“ ensures that a custody or-

der will be given full faith and credit

following an interstate move, there

may not be a realistic way of enforc-

ing an American court order in a

foreign country. The moving parent

may be able to effectively terminate

the child's relationship with the left

behind parent simply by ignoring the

court order and blocking access to

the child. In these cases, coordinat-

ing with counsel in the local country

may be key in determining the most

expedient way to secure the return of
the child.

0 International Child Relocation —-

The requirements of RS. §61.13001

apply when a parent is requesting
international relocation with a minor

child.39 These factors, however, are Of'

ten insufficient to address the complex

and unique concerns that inevitably

arise in international relocation cases.

The most obvious problem posed

by an international move is the in-
creased physical distance between

the left-behind parent and the child.

Difficulties inherent in maintaining a

close relationship over long distances

are not unique to international moves.

Concerns of distance and time zones

frequently arise in interstate reloca-
tions; state statutes regarding reloca-
tions generally address the problem of

increased physical distance. Still, the

problem is often more severe in inter-
national cases. International travel

tends to be particularly expensive,

burdensome, and time-consuming,
and there may be other logistical

concerns regarding a party’s ability

to leave a certain country or re—enter

the US. Particularly if the parties lack

substantial Hnancial resources, it may

be difficult or impossible to arrange

frequent physical visitation following
an international move.

Conclusion

Relocation cases are fact intensive.

All relevant facts must be presented

to the court in a clear manner. Prepare

your case carefully using all available

resources including demonstrative

evidence. Despite the existence of stat~

utes and caselaw, no bright-line rules

allow either party to predict with any

degree of certainty the end result. With

thorough preparation, you can present
a viable, persuasive case on behalf of

your clientD
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